RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS 2020

MOANSH RESIDENTIAL SERVICES

Microsoft Paint with Bob Ross via Zoom
Residents gathered in a Zoom session where the host played a Bob Ross painting class and residents followed along by painting in Microsoft Paint. A fun session with the paintings turned out better than expected. Never underestimate your artistic skills!

Taste of Harmony Week Long Cooking Event
Residents were invited to share on the Facebook event their favourite cultural dish; including the recipe, a photo and why the recipe is special. The recipes were shared ahead of time to enable residents to purchase the ingredients. Each night there was a live streamed cultural cooking tutorial taught by one of the resident leaders.

Secret Sound Competition
Every Friday using a virtual platform a Secret Sound Competition has been running. Residents login to the platform and listen to a mystery sound that has been recorded around the residential community. Residents then need to guess the sound being played to win vouchers aimed at supporting local food businesses.

Murder Mystery Week
A Cluedo-inspired week of mystery enabling the hall community to collaborate on finding evidence, and exercise their creative video skills in bringing justice! Prices were available for the fastest correct accusation, the most dramatic accusation, and the best evidenced accusation.

Podcast Club
Each fortnight, RA’s chose a new topic to explore with the community and residents can read/watch suggested resources on this topic. During the podcast event, all Hall residents are invited to join RA’s online to discuss the topic and explore their thoughts on a wide range of societal issues.

Food Art Competition
A week long food competition with various prizes and criteria - Creativity, Aesthetics, Uniqueness and How much we want to eat it. Residents could make whatever suited them, using ingredients they could find, and they were encouraged to post it up for others to look at, and for our judges to consider.

Virtual Dine-In & Games Nights
A whole hall event run over Zoom, with meals delivered to residents doors by the RST. Along with their meals, the residents each received the night’s event line up, a bingo card, the Hall’s event calendar and a chocolate bar. During the Zoom, there was a bingo and trivia session before splitting up into breakout rooms where Resident leaders ran a game of Spyfall.

Master Chef Mystery Ingredient Challenge
A ‘mystery’ ingredient was made available for residents to collect. Residents then had all day to create their masterpiece using the mystery ingredient. The judging panel then met at 6:30pm and livestreamed their musings to residents via Facebook Live.

Speed Friendship
Run through Zoom as a way of connecting new and old residents in a friendly environment. Topics were raised by the moderator to keep the flow of conversation going. This highly encouraged all residents to participate and engage.